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Avnu Alliance Expands TSN Test Tool Ecosystem and Delivers Vision
for Converged Networks at TSN/A Conference
Avnu leadership and members present keynotes, talks and Test Tool demonstrations at
8th annual TSN/A Conference.
BEAVERTON, OR –– September 20, 2022 – Avnu Alliance, the industry forum driving
deterministic capabilities into open, standards-based networking, announces expansion of its
time sensitive networking (TSN) Test Tool program by opening the test tool ecosystem to new
vendors. As part of this expansion, 3rd party vendor test tools can be verified and validated
through Avnu’s rigorous process, which is designed and maintained by experienced certification
management professionals and TSN subject matter experts to ensure that it meets the
interoperability standards of Avnu’s Global Certification Program.
During the 8th annual TSN/A Conference, which takes place September 28-29, 2022, in
Stuttgart, Germany, Avnu will host demonstrations in its booth of wired and wireless TSN tests
for 802.1AS and 802.1Qbv based on test plans from the Avnu Express Testing Suite. These
tests will be run on both the Avnu Express Test Tool and Keysight’s new TSN Test Tool, which
has now met the requirements to start the Avnu Global Certification Program validation and
verification process to become an Avnu endorsed Test Tool. When approved by Avnu,
Keysight’s TSN Test Tool will be available to members for both debugging and quick test
certification.
“Adding new test tools, such as Keysight’s TSN Test Tool to the testing ecosystem, significantly
expands the certification program providing more choice and a wider variety of test types to
members,” says Ed Agis, Avnu Alliance Certification Work Group co-chair overseeing the TSN
Test Tool program and verification and validation process. “Test tools significantly lower the
barrier for certification and allow members to enter the certification process with more
confidence. Now, with the expanded program, we invite vendors to join Avnu as a test tool
member and submit their test tool for verification and validation. The expanded ecosystem will
be a powerful catalyst for the growth of available wired and wireless TSN products.”
Already available to Avnu members, the Avnu Express Test Tool is a low-cost, entry-level
evaluation test tool that allows members to internally verify if a device will pass certification tests
before submitting to testing. The Avnu Express Test Tool provides valuable insights into the
product that can be used to optimize and debug product development, increasing the probability
of certification success, and saving manufacturers time, resources, and money. Vendors can
also use the test tool, which bundles test control and test engine software along with a set of
hardware equipment, to verify the performance of end devices using Certified modules.

Next week at the TSN/A Conference, Avnu Alliance members are presenting various sessions
on topics ranging from Wireless TSN interoperability and testing and 802.1 TSN standards
updates to TSN testbed updates. Avnu President, Greg Schlechter, Board Member Henning
Kaltheuner, and Silicon Validation Work Group Chair, Jordon Woods will present a keynote
session on September 29 about common characteristics of secured converged networks and
mixed criticality workloads.
See the full agenda for the show here and register here. Follow along on Twitter via #TSNA22.
To learn more about Avnu Alliance, visit www.avnu.org.
About TSN/A
The TSN/A Conference will be held in person on September 28-29, 2022 and is jointly organized by Avnu Alliance in
cooperation with the German trade publications Computer & Automation and Elektronik automotive. "TSN in Reality" Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) is just becoming established as a real-time Ethernet standard. Together with 5G
and OPC UA, this technology has a major impact on tomorrow's communication technology in the industrial,
automotive and audio-video-consumer application areas. The TSN/A Conference 2022 will focus on current or
planned deployments of TSN. Topics such as Open Source TSN, Wireless TSN and Cloudification of TSN Reliability
build the technological bridge to Application areas like Cyber Physical Systems, Industrial Internet of Things, RealTime Audio & Video, Aerospace, and Intelligent Transportation Systems.
About Avnu Alliance
Avnu Alliance is a member-driven community that is transforming standard networks to enable support for the precise
timing and low latency requirements of diverse applications with mixed levels of criticality in an open, interoperable
manner. Avnu provides the tools and testing to enable a converged network foundation for use in professional AV,
automotive, industrial control, and consumer segments. Avnu works in cooperation with other complementary
standards bodies and organizations to ensure devices from many manufacturers and for diverse applications can
coexist on a shared open network for the benefit of the industry. Learn more at www.avnu.org
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